
Post to Edwin 

I read the document you recommended but I think it is absolutely critical that we understand the large 

factor exp(90) identified in my work.  The only thing I failed to define in the derivation is that the volume 

calculation involve a r for volume that is big R=r*exp(60) since volume involves the (exp(180))^.333.   

The reason this is important is that it is keeping physicists from correctly identifying the energy scale and 

quantum scale for gravity.   

Historically a representative for mass at the quantum scale was the Compton wavelength.  For 

electrostatics the mass of an electron is used and there were other masses but the Compton wavelength 

appears in the Dirac equation and Schrodinger’s equation.  When it came to gravity it was natural to 

look for a characteristic mass but they didn’t have quantum gravity.  They picked a combination of 

Compton mass and Planck energy that gave p/hc=1.   

 

Note that I have picked a much lower value but p/hc=1. 

Now I want to demonstrate that the lower combination is correct.  The give the following definition for 

alpha, the coupling constant.   

 

They put a planck mass in the bottom and indicate that it gives a dimensionless way of comparing 

forces.  Note how small it is.  Note that Gm^2/hc says that G=hc/Mp^2 and we can evaluate G: 

 

Both equations for G above give the same result.  It turns out physicists are using the factor exp(90) 

without knowing it.  It was clear that we had the quantum scale for the electron because we could work 

with one electron.  However, G is the geometry of space time and we can’t measure at the small scale so 

have to measure at the large scale and recognize the relationship between the two scales.  The 

relationship is that the energy densities have to be the same. 

Planck energy (mev) 1.2200E+19

Compton wavelength (m) 1.62E-35

Planck p p=E/C 4.07E+13

hc 6.58E-22

p/hc 1.00E+00

Barbee energy (mev) 20.3

Barbee r (meters) 1.00E-14

Barbee p p=E/C 6.76667E-08

p/hc 1.03E+00

alpG=Gm 2̂/(hc)=(m/Mp)2=8.27e-45

G=(h*3e8/(2.18e-8) 2̂*1.603e-13)

6.66E-11

G=(h*3e8/(6.24e-28) 2̂*1.603e-13)/exp(90)

6.66E-11



I look forward to your comments.  I feel very strongly that this is a key to understanding.   


